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AASHTO Joint Subcommittee on System Mobility and Emerging
Technologies (SMET): COVID-19&TSMO Data Related Activities
Survey :
State DOT COVID-19 Response- Use of Transportation Data and Information for Decision
Makers
Use of traditional operations data for non-traditional decision-making needs
• https://www.tpm-portal.com/document/dot-covid19-data-survey/
• https://www.tpm-portal.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Survey-ResultsTransportation-Data-and-Analysis-for-COVID19-Updated-04-24-20.pdf
Special Webinar :
Covid-19 Data Accessibility and Free Data Sources
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/2019291993716040707
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AASHTO Joint Subcommittee on System Mobility and Emerging
Technologies (SMET) Brief Overview
• Joint subcommittee of Committee on Transportation System Operations (CTSO) and
Committee on Performance-Based Management (CPBM).
• Collaborative relationship with the Committee on Data Management and Analytics
(CDMA)
• Forum to share how state DOTs are managing system operation and system mobility and
how performance is impacted due to current and emerging transportation technologies,
operational strategies and connected environments
• Explores system and mobility related performance, data and analytical tools, performance
communication, reporting approaches, research and related, private sector partnerships
• Examines the impacts of current and emerging system management approaches such as
Connected and Automated Vehicle (CAV) technology, Cooperative Automated
Transportation (CAT) and Mobility on Demand (MOD) programs.
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AASHTO Joint Subcommittee - System Mobility and Emerging
Technologies (SMET)
SMET Focus:
Understanding System
Impacts due to
Emerging Technologies
and Operational
Strategies
• This included use of
TSMO/Operational
data to understand
system impacts due
to Covid-19
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State DOT COVID-19 Response - Use of Transportation Data
and Information for Decision Makers
• TSMO Data became a Hot Commodity-Departments of Transportation
(DOTs) were asked for operational data to assist in understanding
changes to travel resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Media Attention & High-Level Pressures Were Mounting– Many DOTs
were asked to provide data to assist in understanding the movements
of people and goods in response to, planning of or the enforcement of
public policies such as stay at home and shelter in place orders.
• Uncertainty – Purpose & Use: What data is used for what decisions;
what is being asked (“Trying to pin the decision makers down on what
decisions are being made.” )

State DOT COVID-19 Response - Use of Transportation
Data and Information for Decision Makers
AASHTO (Standing Committees on Performance Based Management (SMET),
Systems Operation (SMET) and Planning) developed and conducted a
“best”/ “current” practice survey.
The survey focuses on uses of transportation data and information to inform
responses to COVID-19
It was proposed that this information would:
• be collated and shared with all state DOTs to enable a quick information
exchange between states
• identify questions asked, types of response approaches used and type of
data needs
• to learn what others are doing to respond to the crisis
• as well as help in preventing and slowing the spread of COVID-19.

Survey Questions: (open ended questions)
1. Is your transportation data being used to inform decision-makers about changes
in travel patterns?

1. What type of data? (Example: volume, speed, classification, O/D; Source of data?: highway
operations, ramp meter, loops, continuous count/traffic monitoring (radar, bluetooth, loops),
advance traffic signals, NPMRDS data; 3rd party probe data; real-time or near real-time or
historic)
2. What are these data used for? (Example: In many states, traffic volume data are being used
to inform public officials on changes to roadway use. Other purposes?)

2. Is your state modifying lane closures hours allowed (i.e.night to day) and duration
based on changes to traffic volume data?
3. What type of changes to truck traffic are you seeing? (increases, routing, other)
4. Have you identified data needs (more real-time, more locations, other) needed to
respond to questions regarding this crisis? (i.e., Is there an interest to seek
expansion of current data sets to answer policy questions?
1. Does your state have mechanisms (staff, expertise, contracts) to capture, process or analyze
the data quickly to provide the information needed?
2. Do you have any of the following to share: innovative methods, notable findings or
examples?

5. Anything else interesting to add or share?

Reaction to Survey Request:
• Results were gathered from March 25, 2020 to April 22, 2020
• Strong Interest• Voluntary responses were received from 38 State DOTs (or equivalents)
and Metropolitan Planning Organizations from the following states:
• Alaska, Alabama, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico,
Nevada, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,
Vermont, Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming

Survey Results: Use of traditional TSMO/operations data for
non-traditional, strategic decision-making
• Traffic volume, speed, and classification data were used by high level decision
makers to
• understand changes in travel patterns (short and long term)
• measurement of government stay-at-home order compliance

• Overall and or targeted roadway volumes; volumes near major recreation sites, before and after stayat-home orders volumes etc.

• In addition, it was used for the assessment of other COVID-19 impacts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shifting of road construction and maintenance times & project prioritization
Utility companies/explore accelerating permitting to advance projects.
Reversible lane operations and lane closures
Forecasting of economic impacts; COVID-19 revenue impacts (gas tax, toll revenues etc.)
Volumes near major recreation sites
Allocation of first responders
FEMA’s grocery supply chain tracking- (truck volumes)
Press and media events and frequent media inquiries
Engineering consultants ask if traffic counts to be included in Traffic Impact Studies (TIS’s)
And various other needs and strategies

Survey Results: Use of traditional TSMO/operations data for
non-traditional, strategic decision-making (cont.)
Data and Other Needs
• States were split as to whether their data needs were being met to address
these rapid challenges and questions.
• Many respondents expressed that they had the mechanisms and staff to
capture, process, and analyze data quickly to respond to high level decision
makers.
• Several states indicated that they cannot (due to lack of sufficient data)
observe changes to truck traffic on their transportation system.
• Based on responses gathered, process improvements and technology
investments would assist state DOTs gather and synthesize needed real
time data.

Survey Results: Use of traditional TSMO/operations data for
non-traditional, strategic decision-making (cont.)
Data and Other Needs
• Data Fusion: merger of the various data sets by multiple owners has
created challenges to complete
• Real Time Data: “Quickly” is the key word- We are not set up for real
time data capture and reporting”.
• Data Analysis: “Very good data collection systems in place. We have
limited staff/resources to deeply analyze this data”.
• Resources: “Staff – No; Expertise – Somewhat; Contracts – No”
• Visualization and Communication: “how best to represent the probe
data in a meaningful format”

Survey Results: Use of traditional TSMO/operations data
for non-traditional, strategic decision-making (cont.)
Visualization-Use of Dashboards
• TX- “Our Traffic Data Systems vendor MS2 has created a dashboard to
provide statewide-level differences in traffic”
• UT-”Our dashboard has been very effective in communicating
changes in volumes, speeds, classification”
• MD- “UMD CATT Lab provided traffic analysis Impacts of Covid-19”
• DC- “interactive dashboard on congestion impacts-expansion in the
works”
• WA- “A dashboard is currently being developed”

Agency Example:
WSDOT’s COVID-19 Multimodal
Transportation System Performance
Dashboard
https://wsdot.wa.gov/about/covid-19-transportation-report/default.htm
Data pulled 04-06-2021

WSDOT’s COVID-19 Multimodal Transportation
System Performance Dashboard
• Significant decline in travel across all
modes of transportation after mid-March
2020
– closing schools (March 12, 2020),
– restricting gatherings to fewer than 50
people (March 16, 2020),
– and the Stay Home – Stay Healthy
Executive Order (March 25, 2020).
• Update Cycle:
Dashboard is updated by 10:30 a.m. on weekdays
(Monday through Friday).
Data displayed on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays is
for the previous Thursday.
Data for Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays is added to
the dashboard the following Monday.

https://wsdot.wa.gov/about/covid-19-transportationreport/default.htm
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Drill Down Options
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highway traffic*
Toll Systems traffic*
Ferry ridership*
Transit ridership*
Passenger Rail
ridership*
Freight
Aviation
Active
Transportation
Safety
County Data

* executive summaries
available

https://wsdot.wa.gov/about/covid-19-transportationreport/default.htm
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Executive Summary Example: Highways
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Executive Summary Example: Toll Facilities
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Executive Summary Example: Ferries
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Executive Summary Example: Passenger Rail
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Executive Summary Example: Transit
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AASHTO Joint Subcommittee on System Mobility and
Emerging Technologies (SMET)
Reach out and join:
•
•
•
•
•

Chair, Daniela Bremmer (WSDOT) - bremmed@wsdot.wa.gov;
Vice-chair, Jay Styles (VDOT), jay.styles@vdot.virginia.gov;
Patrick Zelinski, (AASHTO - CTSO - staff lead), PZelinski@aashto.org;
Matt Hardy (AASHTO – CPBM - staff lead), mhardy@aashto.org
Rich Taylor, (FHWA, Liaison), Rich.Taylor@dot.gov

• Bi-Monthly Webinars/Virtual Meetings :
• Even Months, third Tuesday at 2:30 pm EASTERN
• Next meeting: Tuesday , April 20, 2021, 2:30 EASTERN
• Website:
• https://www.tpm-portal.com/community/cpbm/sm/
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• Questions?
• Suggestions?
• Comments?
Resources - Covid-19 Related System Impact/Data Projects:
• Survey: State DOT COVID-19 Response: Use of
Transportation Data and Information for Decision
Makers (https://www.tpm-portal.com/resource/dotcovid19-data-survey/
• Special Webinar Covid-19 Data Accessibility and Free
Data Sources
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/recording/20192919
93716040707
Daniela Bremmer
WSDOT, Cooperative Automated Transportation (CAT) Development Manager
Bremmed@wsdot.wa.gov
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